M.O.M.
by Leanne Guenther
M is for the many times you’ve hugged me,
O’s for the outstanding things you do,
M is all our memories together -Mom, I am so glad that I have you!
hug – objímat, outstanding - výjimečný

Mother's Day
Author: Unknown
The kindest face I'll ever see,
The kindest voice I'll ever hear.
The one who cares the most for me
Is my own mother dear.
All through the year
I'll try to do
The things that show
My love for you.
And not be happy just to say,
"I love you, Mother," on Mother's Day.
own - vlastní

Only One Mother
Author: George Cooper

Hundreds of stars in the pretty sky,
Hundreds of shells on the shore together,
Hundreds of birds that go singing by,
Hundreds of lambs in the sunny weather,
Hundreds of dewdrops to greet the dawn,
Hundreds of bees in the purple clover,
Hundreds of butterflies on the lawn,
But only one mother the world wide over.
shore – pobřeží, dewdrops – kapky rosy, clover – jetel, lawn - trávník
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M-O-T-H-E-R
Author: Howard Johnson
"M" is for the million things she gave me,
"O" means only that she's growing old,
"T" is for the tears she shed to save me,
"H" is for her heart of purest gold;
"E" is for her eyes, with love-light shining,
"R" means right, and right she'll always be,
Put them all together, they spell
"MOTHER,"
A word that means the world to me
shed tears – ronit slzy

One Wish
Author: Unknown

Just one little wish for you, Mom,
But it's loving and happy and trueIt's a wish that the nicest and best things
Will always keep coming to you!
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